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FIGHTERS UP!

As the British night-bombers continue their grim crescendo of attack

upon Germany, so do fighters of the Royal Air Force fling down the daytime

challenge and swarm the skies of occupied France in their hundreds.

These great fighter sweeps lift the heart and quicken the pulses of

British and French alike. But what other purpose do they serve?

When, as is often the case, they escort British day-bombers to ports,

transport centres or factories used by the enemy, their object is clear.

But why does the R.A.F. send swarms of fighters roaring over France by
themselves?

They often fail to bring the enemy to battle, since German fighter

pilots seem to avoid combat.

Sometimes the British losses in these sweeps even exceed those of the enemy.

Why, then does the R.A.F. do it? What is the strategic purpose of these

immense fighter sweeps?

The R.A.F. fighters roar over France for two good reasons:

(a) To force Germany, already dangerously short of fighters,

to keep at least half of them in the West.

(b) To bring this half of Germany's fighter strength to combat,
and thus gradually to destruction, or, alternatively, to

oblige it to operate incessantly and on a scale beyond

its endurance.

These repeated "aerial invasions" upon a most formidable scale thus have

a major effect upon the course of events in Russia.

Now, the reaction of the German fighters to these R.A.F. visitations is

interesting, for the Luftwaffe is in a cleft stick. It dare not keep its fighters

on the ground in the face of our sweeps, for they would be liable to destruction

by the cannon-fire of our Hurricanes and Spitfires, and, what is more, both

French and German morale would he seriously affected (though in opposite ways!)
if our unchallenged squadrons called forth no visible response from the German

fighters. Yet, though obliged to operate almost continuously and in very large

numbers, with a consequent strain upon aircraft serviceability, personnel and fuel,

they dare not risk a general combat, so urgently do they need to eke out their

dwindling fighter resources.

And it is not only upon the Luftwaffe that the strain falls. Our sweeps

occupy the full-time services of a great army of A.R.P, and Civil Defence workers,
which Germany would be glad to use for more productive purposes. Moreover, the

enemy has no means of foretelling whether our approaching sweeps are accompanied

by fast day-bombers or not.

The fighters of the R.A.F, are deadly not only against German aircraft,

hut also against ground objectives. The multiple cannon of a sweep of hundreds

of British fighters can inflict terrible punishment with their explosive shells

upon troops, railway installations, workshops, factories, "flak" positions and

shipping. There is also that swift and deadly weapon - the Hurricane bomber.

Over a huge area of occupied France, the "conqueror" is kept upon the

defensive. His immense organisation of detection and protection is forever

stretched to the utmost. His troops can never feel safe, for, at any moment,

the snarl of British fighters may cause them to scatter. His bridges, railways,

lorries - and those buildings which shelter the centres of his organisation -

are liable to attack without warning. And his exhausted fighter pilots must

stand forever at readiness to take off against the British invader whom, in fact,

they seldom dare attack in force. For the German shortage of fighters is now so

serious that the Luftwaffe in the West cannot be relieved. The same aircraft

must be sent up day after day - or else the British visitors will sweep the skies

alone.
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The R.A.F. now commands the skies over Northern France, Swarms of

fresh pilots and fresh aircraft can take up the challenge each succeeding

day,without weakening the force that remain behind in England for the

defence of theBritish Isles should the Luftwaffe ever again be so unwise

as to risk large-scale daylight attacks.

The British fighter sweeps are the visable, audible symbol of

Britain's growing air strength, and their presence is an increasing menace

to the Luftwaffe.
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